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Join Katharine and the MAMs, her friends from the Magnificent and Marvelous Book Club.
When their interest in ancient cave paintings leads them on an unexpected adventure, the
women make a leap of faith, leaving their day-to-day lives behind, and travel to modern Turkey
for an archaeological dig. They discover first century scrolls written by first century spiritual
heroines. As the group dodges bullets, a religious fanatic and obstructive government officials,
the scrolls are translated. One by one they lead each of the women to illumination in their
personal lives while revealing an engaging story that calls out the teachings of Jesus and the
book of Revelation.

About the AuthorNancy Flinchbaugh writes as a spiritual practice. Her educational background
includes a bachelor's degree from Otterbein College in religion and sociology, a teaching
certificate in social studies from the University of Iowa and a master's degree in education and
counseling from the University of Texas in San Antonio. She has earned the Toastmaster
Competent Communicator Gold Award and will complete a program with the Shalem Institute
in Leading Contemplative Small Groups and Retreats in June 2012. Currently living in
Springfield, Ohio, she works as a fair housing and mediation coordinator and helps coordinate
a Global Education and Peace Network and annual CultureFest. In her spare time you'll find
her playing fiddle and dulcimer or celebrating nature with her photography, while enjoying
empty nesting with her husband, Steve Schlather, and cat, Sugar. Visit Nancy at
www.spiritualseedlings.com. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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314 Foreword Nancy Flinchbaugh is a passionate woman. Her passion focuses on
interesting matters. For Nancy, poverty is an unacceptable reality. Injustice haunts her. Diversity
fascinates her, and she has worked powerfully since the events of 9-11-2001 to combat the
religious and racial intolerance that feeds oppression and justifies terrorism. Nancy is
passionate about getting religion right, but not “far right.” The calculating misrepresentation of
the Bible and deliberate distortion of the gospels sit high on her list of acts of injustice. No one
understands life and religion completely. All of us have a framework of assumptions that serves
as a lens to focus what we see, read, and understand about things that matter. Learning to see
through a different lens of assumptions challenges everyone. Feeling strongly about one way
of reading the Bible over an alternative reading is not enough for Nancy. As the Bible is a
collection of powerful stories, Nancy has chosen to create a powerful story of her own as an
alternative framework for reading and understanding the New Testament Apocalypse known as
the book of Revelation. Nancy has written an interesting story about interesting people. You will
be glad to know the “MAMs” and often wonder if they are for real. If you let them guide you on
their own journey of discovery, you will have an opportunity to challenge your own assumptions
about the things that matter so much to Nancy and her MAMs. If even you disagree, you will
still have a good story. I do recommend it to you.Dr. Bill Salyers, Hillsborough, NCRetired
American Baptist PastorFebruary 2012 AcknowledgementI would like to thank the many
people who helped me write and publish this book. First and foremost, my husband, Steve
Schlather, who has traveled to Greece and Turkey with me twice in the process of writing this
book, and lent encouragement, love and support throughout the process, as well as providing
copy editing services for the final edition. Thanks to my sons, Jacob Flinchbaugh Schlather for
encouraging me and giving me an early hard back version of my unpublished book for Mothers’
Day and to Luke Flinchbaugh Schlather for serving as webmaster. This book could not have
happened without my friend, Mary Jane Salyers, who started a writing group and read and re-
read my manuscript over several years with careful notations and recommendations, along with
her husband, Rev. Dr. Bill Salyers, who offered his theological expertise in the group, and other
group members over the years: Mildred Archie, Peggy Hanna, Mabel Jackson, Marva Riley,
Steve Schlather, Geoff Steele and Holly Wolfe. Thanks to Dr. Barbara Kaiser for introducing me
to St. Thecla at a women’s retreat and assisting with my initial research. I also want to thank
my other friends who read the book and gave suggestions, including Chris Parli and David
Horne, Gundula and Larry Houff, and Dr. Ken Whitt. I am also indebted to Dr. Renate Pillinger
of Vienna, Austria who corresponded with me concerning my project and Dr. Sabine
Ladstaeeter who asked her Austrian and Italian archaeological crew that oversee excavation
and restoration of the Cave of St. Paul at Ephesus, Turkey to welcome me and my husband to
the cave to visit, practicing Turkish hospitality offering tea and a wonderful tour. I also would
want to thank my friends at the Antioch Writer's Workshop who helped in early days of writing,
including workshop leaders Elizabeth Strout and Carrie Bebris. And finally, this book would not
have been possible without divine intervention. From the beginning, I sought the direction of
our Great Creator who loved me, blessed me and helped me write this book at every step. And
so I say, “Thank you, thank you, thank you, God.” Prologue September 18, 2006. The
brilliant sun streamed into the Ephesus amphitheater. Blue domed the heavens above, while
the September heat settled dust on the earth below. Even now, after centuries of earthquakes
and empires, the concrete steps and perfect acoustics offered a suitable forum for the
day. From the platform, Emily glanced out at people gathering for the press conference. In the
front row, her grandmother’s friends chatted like ladies on an afternoon excursion. A vested
man cradled a heavy telephoto lens in his hands, aiming at the stage and the others getting



ready to speak. A small man in a cowboy hat and blonde hair jotted notes on a long pad,
nodding to his subject. She recognized the man being interviewed as an archaeologist from
Istanbul. Lining the aisles and the top row, young Turkish soldiers stood erect with machine
guns held diagonally across their chests. Emily mentally rehearsed her script, choosing tone
inflections and animations to bring the words from the first century alive. Looking up to the
tree-covered hill, she focused on the red flag signaling the Grotto of St. Paul. Suddenly, Emily
could imagine Thecilla there, looking down into the amphitheater. Draped in a blue robe, she
cradled the scrolls in her hands. Protecting her uncle’s revelation? Emily sensed Thecilla’s
excitement and… her fear. The girl turned, tucked the scrolls under her arm, and began to run,
disappearing into the woods. A moment later, Emily imagined yet another image. A red-cloaked
man stopped his black horse in the same clearing. Light sparkled on his armor and caught the
gleaming point of his spear. Emily shivered. The man pointed the horse toward the woods and
charged on.Halim's warm voice rang out and brought her back to the present. “Good afternoon,
ladies and gentlemen.”Emily focused her attention back to the stage, the microphone, and her
new friend, the Turkish archaeologist. Again, she rehearsed her lines, preparing to stand when
Ursula called on her. Taking deep breaths, she knew she could calm her heart. Ursula stood
and began to explain the archaeological expedition. Emily listened, even while she kept reading
her own lines. Any moment now, she knew it would be her turn.And then, a shot rang out. The
MAMs scrambled. What happened?Another explosion knocked her back, collapsing her
chair. Sprawled out on the stage behind the others, she looked up and saw Brother
Gabriel. The familiar monk helped her up, shielded her under his brown robe, and ushered her
off the stage. Instinctively, her hand patted her breastbone. A dull ache spread down toward
her heart. Blood seeped out onto her hand. Pulling up the small necklace Josh had given her
many years earlier, she gasped at a deep gouge. The imprint of a bullet? A small abrasion
oozed red where the metal lamb had been pushed against her chest. Later on the boat, she
reviewed the afternoon in her mind and tried to understand. What happened at that press
conference? Who wants to kill her and why? 1. A Dig is Born January, 2006 Katharine Long
climbed out of bed, leaving her husband snoring on their king-sized mattress. Insomnia again.
Sometimes her best ideas came at this hour. A crazy idea, perhaps, but it kept hanging
there. Like the roll of fat camping out in her belly since menopause, this thought would not go
away.Downstairs, she signed in to her email account and began to compose a letter to her
college roommate, Ursula. How long had it been? Had she called when her students voted her
professor of the year last Spring? What will Ursula think? If nothing else, perhaps she could
sleep if she pushed the thought out of her head and into cyberspace. Typing now, Katharine
entered the idea to her favorite University of Michigan archaeology professor, the best friend of
her college years, the buddy who was always there for her, who would at least find some
humor in the thought. *** Ursula Goodtree dusted the snow off her feet as she clicked open the
door to her new Camry. Why am I in Michigan? Why am I here for another winter? She
questioned herself and then answered: Where else would I go? And here I come for another
exciting day with Generation “Y” and the frickin' male egos in the university.An associate
professor of archaeology, Ursula had watched her career grow and then stagnate in the throes
of the Michigan public university system. She knew it was no one's fault but her own. She could
blame it on the male-dominated profession, the lack of opportunity, the grind of the daily
teaching process, but in the end, she was the one who wasn't going anywhere because she
had forgotten how to dream.The snowflakes swirled around her. At another time of her life, she
might have enjoyed the beauty of this winter day. But now the flying ice bits only signaled three
months of barren weather ahead, and a reminder to pick up her Prozac prescription on the way



home from work. She wondered why she felt like a robot with frozen parts. For many months,
Ursula's fall sabbatical had been looming like a phantom on the horizon. Never before had she
faced a quarter off with such dread. Her shrink kept bringing it up every week. The issue was a
symbol of the state of her life. Only 48, but she felt like an Eskimo ready to wander off to
die. Her enthusiasm had burned out somewhere along the path of 25 years of college teaching
and archaeological digs.If you were a fly on the wall, when Ursula drove onto campus this day,
you would never guess what was going on inside her head. The custodian who greeted her at
the door to her department building, though, could tell you about her beauty. Her black hair
radiated out in curls framing a fashionable floppy hat of mink. Wool flaps covered her ears, and
a ribbon pulled them together against her rounded chin. Her sable brown wool coat reached
down to high heeled-black leather boots. Ursula's olive complexion, long slender body, beautiful
face and dancing eyes still turned many heads. The leather furniture in her tidy office formed a
cozy circle looking out onto the snow-covered campus. Warm reds, oranges and yellows
created a place of quiet beauty and welcome. The place where Ursula hung her hat at the
University of Michigan was a place of distinction she had achieved by years of hard
work.Ursula flipped on her computer to print out her lecture outline for the day and opened her
email. A Pavlovian response, one she needed to unlearn with so much junk mail and faculty
stuff cluttering her life. Scanning the new emails her eyes focused on something
good: Katharine Long. Without thinking or looking at the clock, she opened the mail and began
to read. Dear Ursula, Greetings from your old buddy in Ohio. It has been too long,
girlfriend. We have got to plan a weekend trip sometime this spring. In the meantime, I have a
very strange idea. I can't sleep. Ah, the change of life! I think I told you that I've been in a book
club for several years. Tonight, we discussed In Search of Paul[ii] by John Dominic Crossan
and Jonathan Reed. Our group was focused on cave paintings found in the Cave of St. Paul
on the side of B�öÄ!ol Dag in Ephesus by an Austrian archaeologist in 1906. Are you familiar with
the picture of Thecla and Paul, side by side? Our group had the idea that they wanted to go
search for Thecla. I know it's a long shot, but maybe to plan some further excavations in that
cave? There are six of us ready to go. You're our ticket to Turkey. What do you think? Am I just
some crazy old crone who can't sleep or is this a great idea?                                                       
Love, Katharine. Suddenly, Ursula's
sabbatical problem poked its head front and center, and she laughed. A cave dig in Ephesus
with a group of Katharine's crazy romance readers? It had been a long time since Ursula was
so amused. A few minutes later, Ursula headed for class with a smile on her face and a new
spring in her step. Yes, Katharine, you are crazy. But just maybe... *** Three weeks later,
Ursula felt like the master of her own destiny for the first time in years. She literally skipped to
her counselor's office to share the good news. “Don't you think it's perfect, Meredith? Don't you
agree, it's exactly what I need? My department will fund the dig. Those wonderful men I'm
always complaining about bent all the rules for me! The Turkish government has given me a
green light. Tourism is big business there these days, you know. They've poured millions into
excavating the tier houses in Ephesus, restoring some of them to their first century glory. Two-
story condos! The Austrian archaeological team welcomes our help. The Austrians have been
driving the work for years on the site, and the head of the Grotto of St. Paul dig is actually a
woman! She wants us to put some extra attention to an area of the cave where there are no
frescoes, and also to open a square or two outside the cave.”“You go, girl,” Meredith sent her
off, cutting the session short. “Make an appointment for next month to give me an update.” 2.
The Blessing of the MAMs September 9, 2006 And so it happened that this unusual
assortment of women formerly known as the “Romance Readers Anonymous,” now calling



themselves the “MAMs” (The Magnificent and Marvelous Book Club) descended on Chicago
O'Hare on a September day to catch a plane for a cruise originating in Venice, with a final
destination of Kusadasi, Turkey, for an archaeological dig at the Grotto of St. Paul, on the hill of
B�öÄ!ol Dag above the ancient Roman site of Ephesus.The MAMs arrived on the first flight of the
morning from Dayton, Ohio. The flight attendant's voice broke into the plane cabin, “Ladies and
Gentlemen, welcome to Chicago. The temperature is 60 degrees and sunny. Enjoy your
visit.” Katharine Long, 51-year-old religion professor whose email had started the ball rolling,
flipped open her cell phone and pushed Ursula's number. “We're here, Ursula!” Where are
you?”“I just arrived. I'm on my way to Terminal 5.”“I can't wait to see you!” Katharine tucked her
cell phone into her purse, combed her light brown hair into place, grabbed her carry-on and
followed her friends down the aisle and into O'Hare.Jane Masters gathered the group
together. She towered over the others, with short dishwater blonde hair, lanky frame, button-
down white shirt and khakis for the trip. With her always ready smile, she took command. “OK,
we have 45 minutes to get to Terminal 5, Gate M23. Are you ready? We're going to
sprint.”Sallie Quisenberry, a chubby retired kindergarten teacher whose laughter and delightful
ways kept the group's spirit light, challenged Masters' order. “Sprint is not in my vocabulary.
Hey money bags, why don't you hire one of those golf carts for us?”“Not a bad idea,” Jane
replied. “I'll place the order, but we've gotta catch the People Mover to Terminal 5 first. Ladies,
let's go.”“People mover?” Priscilla Johnson shook her head. The five-foot-tall, petite blonde
secretary, dressed fashionably with a short black skirt, pink gathered top and long spiked heels
came new to the travel arena, with her first time in O'Hare and her first trip across the Atlantic
about to happen.“Airport Transportation System. It's like a train that connects all the terminals,”
veteran traveler, Jane explained.The group of six obediently followed Jane toward the train for
the international terminal. Behind their leader, recent college graduate Emily Jean Turner
pumped her short legs, perky as the pixie hairs standing on her head. Her fiancé had broken
off their engagement because she'd chosen the trip over a fall wedding, yet excitement
beamed out of Emily's bright blue eyes. Priscilla, an avid jogger, kept pace with Emily, despite
the spiked heels. Katharine strolled slightly behind the two small women, long legs easily
keeping pace. Bringing up the rear were Sallie and Molly Mabra, the short and heavier
ones. Molly wore her favorite African dress, of gold with brown drums, showing off her plump
behind, which kept a smile on her husband's face. Wrinkle lines emanating from her eyes
carried years of laughter and tears. Jane stopped at the information desk to order the
motorized golf cart, while gesturing the others on. Hurrying to catch up, she bumped shoulders
with a handsome man in khakis and a white button-down shirt and tie. Jane enjoyed
people. She read the jolt as a come on and was quick with a retort. “Well, excuse you, Mr.
Politician. Just who do you think you are, bumping into me that way?”“I'm always distracted
when I see beautiful women. I'm sorry, you took my breath away.” The tall man, dressed almost
identically to Jane, but for a dark blue blazer over his white shirt and khakis, threw back his
head and laughed. “Yes ma'am, I forgot to watch where I was going.” A smile played on Jane's
lips. She felt the intensity of his deep brown eyes probing hers. “Just a little accident,
accidentally ran into the beautiful woman you were looking at?”“I noticed you on the flight, but
had no idea I'd actually get to talk with you. Dan Parks is my name.” He extended his hand to
Jane, who returned a firm shake and laughed.“Men never cease to amaze me. Very smooth,
Mr. Parks.”“Could I borrow that Wall Street Journal when you're done? I haven't checked my
stocks yet today.”“Well, sure. As a matter of fact, you can have it.” Jane handed the newspaper
to him, walking quickly to catch up with her gang of six now a few paces ahead. Molly turned
around to look for Jane. She waited, then whispered, “What are you doing talking to a



MAN? Didn't you know this is a women only tour?”Jane gave Molly a side hug. “OK, OK. I didn't
start that. I'll be good from here on out.” But Dan Parks had other ideas. Jane stretched her
long legs out into a brisk walk. Parks matched her stride.“Jane, we seem to be walking in the
same direction. Where are you headed next?”“Amsterdam, then Venice. What about
you?”“What a coincidence.”“You're scaring me. I think I better stick with my friends here, but
maybe I'll see you around.” “Wait, Jane. No need to be afraid.” Mr. Parks opened his jacket and
held out his I.D. Jane read “Private Detective” engraved under “Daniel Parks” on the gold
badge. “No fear, OK. I'll see you around.” Jane turned toward her group, walking over to the
opposite side of the concourse.Molly grabbed Jane's arm. “Now behave. No more picking up
strange men in the airport. He could be a terrorist!”“No actually, he's a private detective!”“We
haven't even left American soil and already I'm being followed. They don't trust Black people
anywhere, you know. What now? Do they think I'm a terrorist?”“You're paranoid. That man isn't
following you.”“OK. I hope you're right. Do you have the hats and shirts for the ceremony? We
thought we could crown Ursula at the gate.”Jane patted her carry-on luggage. “It's all right
here.”Molly's brainchild would soon unfold. She loved ceremony of any kind and had created
such an event for the MAMs before they boarded the trans-Atlantic flight. Jane's contribution of
hats would cap off the event at their departure gate. Although she was very excited about the
ceremony, sadness camped out in her spirit, too. She retreated into her own thoughts and took
quick jogging steps while trying to keep up with Jane's long strides. Jane had no idea what it
was like to be Black in America. And that was only the beginning of the differences. Talk about
politics! Smack in the middle of George W. and six years of hell. Jane, she knew, had a
completely different perspective. Whether you look down from the ivory tower with a portfolio of
stocks tucked under your arm or you look up from the Black slums, shuffling credit cards to put
food on the table, hard to believe the United States of America was the same place. Jane didn't
get it. In fact, she had made Jane mad trying to explain. Molly learned to keep her mouth shut,
but that didn't keep her mind from racing. From every angle she could find it seemed to her that
the grand old U.S. of A. was heading for destruction. The family has fallen apart, the Black men
in prisons, jobs leaving the country, a mistake of a war in Iraq, and now it had all scuttled Mark
away. Her youngest son who should be in college, front and center in harm's way:
Baghdad. While Jane's stock portfolio had done very well in the past year under George W.,
Molly couldn't shake the persistent feeling that a crash was on the horizon. From her view in a
small city government, she saw fewer jobs, fewer resources, persons living on the edge, an
underclass of people growing, children who were difficult to educate, people damaged by
drugs and alcohol, mental illness and the foreclosure problem that just wouldn't go away. Long
ago she had shifted her deferred retirement account into a flat percentage. She couldn't trust
the stock market. It had cost her, but eventually she knew the fall was coming.There's an
elephant in the house! But try to talk about it? “Pessimist!” They label you. “Is your glass half
empty or half full?” someone would ask. The failing American democracy run by millionaires
who are more interested in getting elected and catering to special interests than looking after
the future of the country. What could she do about any of it?“Molly! Where are you?” Jane
yelled into her ear. “You look like you just lost your best friend.”“Oh. I'm sorry.” In her best
southern drawl, Molly told Jane, “You do not want to go there.” Then she changed the subject,
leaving her thoughts of doom far behind. “How far to the gate? Do you think we'll have time for
the ceremony?”“By my calculations we'll be at the train in three minutes. If the golf cart I
ordered is on time, we should have 15 minutes to spare. It will be close, but I think we can do
it. Get your paperwork out, and we'll be ready to go.” *** By the time Ursula made it to Gate
M23, her heart was pumping, and she felt great. And there they were: a circle of women and



one familiar face. She made a beeline for her old friend. “Katharine!” She embraced her college
roommate and tears streamed down her face. “It has been too long! You don't look a day over...
50?”The others gathered around to meet their leader. “So, these are the Magnificent
MAMs? I've heard so much about you!”“Yes, ma'am. We are, ma'am. Yes, we are Magnificent
And Marvelous... the MAMs. Got that... a little acronym there? And...” Jane sputtered the words,
while the others laughed. Molly took charge.“You got here just in the nick of time for your
induction ceremony! Circle up, now, ladies.” She distributed a piece of paper to each of the
women. In the center of the huddle she covered the floor with a brightly flowered cloth, then
placed a clear plastic bowl in the center. She pulled out a large package of M & M's from her
bag, tore off a corner and poured them into the bowl.“Let us read in unison our welcome to
Ursula.” The ladies placed their hands on Ursula. Jane and Katharine stood with their hands on
either shoulder. Molly and Sallie held either hand, Emily and Priscilla stood behind with their
hands reaching up to rest on her shoulder blades.“Is this the laying on of the hands?” She
asked nervously.“Yes. Exactly!” Molly agreed. “Don't worry. We're harmless. We'll grow on you.”
Sallie Quisenberry's belly shook and she began the laugh that got the rest of the group going,
too.Molly quickly stopped them. “Ladies, your part, please. Let us read in unison.” And then
they did. Katharine, Emily, Molly, Sallie, Priscilla, and Jane formally extended the words of
welcome to their new leader.“We the Magnificent and Marvelous, the MAM's, do hereby
bequeath upon Ursula Goodtree, the title of Honorary MAM, in recognition for her amazing
achievement of obtaining a grant to make the Archaeological Expedition in Search of Thecla
possible, and we do also bequeath upon her the highest award possible. We do hereby dub
you Super MAM.”Molly unrolled a red cape with “Super MAM” blazing in yellow letters on the
back, dancing it at her side, as if ready to take on the bulls of Pamplona. She placed the cape
around Ursula's shoulders and fastened the velcro at her neck. “Now, Ursula, it's time for your
part.” Those waiting to board the flight were beginning to form a larger circle around the
MAMs. Ursula looked at Katharine with a question in her eye. “You didn't tell me about
this!”“What is life without a few surprises?” Sallie winked, “The fun has just begun.”Ursula
laughed, twirled in a circle with her cape flying up, then started to read. “I, Ursula Goodtree, do
solemnly pledge to loyally serve the MAMs. I will lead their archaeological expedition to the
best of my ability. I will eat M & M's. I will laugh at the MAMs' jokes. I will not take myself too
seriously. I will share my opinions freely and respect those of the other MAMs. As God is my
helper, I hereby accept the title of “Super MAM” for the duration of this expedition.”“Eat up
ladies. You may now partake of the elements,” Molly instructed. She reached down into the
bowl and grabbed a handful of M & M's, handing one to each of the women. They each ate the
morsel, and then Molly nodded to Priscilla standing beside her, and Priscilla handed several M
& M's to Ursula.“You didn't know what you were in for, did you?” Priscilla laughed.“Katharine
didn't tell me about all of this!” Ursula stuffed some M & M's in her mouth and twirled around
again. “What a riot!”“And now it's your turn, Emily.” Molly pulled out another sheet and began to
read. “On this auspicious occasion we do hereby solemnly and most reverently admit to our
numbers the favorite granddaughter of our esteemed member, Abigail Wesley. Emily Jean
Turner, repeat after me.”“I, Emily Jean Turner, do solemnly swear.”Emily laughed and looked
nervously about the large crowd gathered.“Hold your hand up, dear. Like a Girl Scout taking an
oath?” Sallie demonstrated and let out a large guffaw.Emily held up her hand to begin her
oath. The loudspeaker interrupted, announcing general boarding.“Hurry up!” Molly chided and
then finished Emily's part. “To faithfully serve the MAMs and to do my best to uncover the truth
about Thecla.” Emily giggled.
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Kathie916, “Very good book. History with a plot! I really enjoyed this book, the fictional plot
and well-developed characters kept the history moving along.”

The Rev. Dr. Gary Putnam, “Surprise upon surprise!. As in an Alfred Hitchcock film, the book
begins with a bullet shot at an unlikely person. Then in a series of flashbacks the reader is
taken back to events that lead up to the shooting. But, ... wait... there's more! In a series of
alternating chapters, we travel to the First Century to learn of the precedents that prompt all of
the action some 2000 years later. In modern times' chapters there is a crescendo of action
which builds chapter upon chapter to a surprising resolution.This novel contains characters
who become very real and although the cast is fairly large, each person is engaging, bringing
their own contribution to the tapestry.Reading this book will bring you on an interesting
archeological dig, provide vivid pictures of Ephesus and environs, offer romantic interludes,
religious searching, introduce strong women on personal quests, create intriguing suspense
and ongoing questions about what can happen next.  A most worthy first novel.”

R. Headley, “Revelation in the Cave. Revelation in the Cave is a good read. It has mystery,
history, romance, and a strong spiritual mood throughout. The author provides a wealth of
historical and biblical information, and she explores the Book of Revelations, arguably the
Bible's most controversial component. But Flinchbuagh neither thumps the Bible nor pounds a
fundamentalist pulpit; hers is an insightful, reasoned approach. Her characters are varied, well
drawn, and engaging; the plot has sufficient twists and turns; the writing is sincere without
becoming preachy or teachy.  Buy this book.  You'll enjoy it.”

JoycieLou, “A faith journey that spans centuries. This is the first of Nancy's books about the
MAMS—the Magnificent and Marvelous book club. This adventure takes the MAMs far from
home as they travel to Turkey to join an archaeological dig. A surprise discovery of a jar of
ancient scrolls written by women followers of Jesus leads them to personal revelations of faith.
The MAMs are the best part—women supporting each other in their journeys both physical
and spiritual.”

H. Kehr, “Not your average summer read. When I picked up Flinchbaugh's book, I was not quite
sure what to expect, but, 8 hours later, after devouring the entire book in one "sitting," I had
been pleasantly entertained and also given lots of good food for thought, too. The book is easy
to read and fast-paced, but also includes some good food for thought. In an era when the
"religious right" and the Left Behind series dictates so much of the public discourse on what
Christianity looks and sounds like, it was refreshing to read a new take on biblical Christianity
and spirituality that embraces nonviolence and holistic care for people.I'm looking forward to
the MAM's next adventures!”

Riley, “Fun and thought-provoking.. A fun, thought-provoking expedition that leads to self-
discovery for several women. Will make you want to take a trip with your girlfriends! Also,
inspired me to get my Bible out again and dust it off.”

Anni, “I love the MAMs!. What a fun and engaging story with characters you've surely met
before, or could any day, because they are so real and multidimensional; but they are on an
adventure most of us cannot even imagine. The story has a little bit of everything--suspense,
mystery, travel to exotic locals, and more. I enjoyed it immensely and hope volume 2 of the
adventures of these book club ladies comes along sooner rather than later.”



The book by Nancy Flinchbaugh has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 10 people have provided
feedback.
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